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‘All is relative’ is a famous quote by Albert
Einstein describing his general theory of
relativity. It means that nothing is absolute and
that all is valued or rated in relation to other
things.
As humans, we develop fears, joys, and
curiosities that carry a specific significance or
meaning to us, but they might not mean the
same thing or anything at all to other people. It
all depends on circumstances and points of
view.
It’s all relative is a group
early-career to mid-career
whose works explore the
emotions and connections that
the life of each artist.
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vast array of
are absolute to

Amy Beager
Amy Beager (b. 1988) lives and works from her
studio in Chelmsford, UK. She obtained a National
Diploma in Art & Design (Distinction) in 2007 and a
Bachelor of Arts degree from Nottingham Trent
University in 2010.
Beager was selected as a winner for the Delphain
Gallery open call 2020 and started exhibiting her
work in London in 2019. Her painting ‘The Blue
Room’ is currently on display at Saatchi Gallery as
part of the group exhibition ‘Antisocial Isolation’
curated by Delphian Gallery.
Beager's work has been acquired by Soho House
and placed in multiple private collections globally.

The Sun, For Sorrow, Will Not Show His Head, 2021
Acrylic and oil on canvas
120 x 100 cm

Amy Beager is a British artist who reinvents figurative
painting through bold colours and juxtapositions. For
her, the fundamental motive is the tension between
ecstasy and anguish. Reminiscing on the Renaissance
and mythological characters, Amy’s work explores the
emotional intensity of love, intimacy, and distress.

Feather of Lead, 2021
Acrylic and oil on canvas
120 x 100 cm

Cut Him Out in Little Stars, 2021
Acrylic and oil on canvas
100 x 150 cm

Anna Nero
Anna Nero was born in Moscow in 1988. Her parents
and her grandmother are artists as well. Anna studied
Fine Arts under Anne Berning at Kunsthochschule
Mainz (Art Academy Mainz) and under Ingo Meller at
Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst Leipzig
(Academy of Fine Arts Leipzig).
In 2015, she graduated with honours from HGB in
Leipzig and started a two-year Master Class
Programme under internationally highly regarded
Heribert C. Ottersbach, from which she graduated in
2017.
From 2017-2011, Anna Nero held a scholarship
from the Cusanuswerk. The artist lives and works in
Frankfurt am Main and Leipzig and has had
numerous exhibitions in Leipzig, Cologne, Frankfurt,
Hamburg, and Detroit, among others.

Celini (Moonshine), 2019
Oil and acrylic on canvas
180 x 130 cm

The German/Russian artist Anna Nero focuses on the
relationships that people develop with objects. Her
focus transcends into the topic of fetishism and the
absurdity of connections and fixations we adopt to
particular objects. Through abstract depictions and
various brush strokes, Anna conveys the strange and
mystery between humans and things.

Soft pressure, 2021
Oil on canvas
40 x 30 cm

Fly like a Butterly, Sting Like a Bee, 2021
Oil and acrylic on canvas
180 x 130 cm

Isabelle Mccormick
Isabelle McCormick is a painter from St. Paul,
Minnesota. She received her MFA from Cranbrook
Academy of Art, and her BA and BFA from the Brown
University | Rhode Island School of Design Dual
Degree Program.
Isabelle has served as the Resident Fellow for the
RISD European Honors Program in Rome, Italy. She
has exhibited nationally in New York, Detroit,
Providence, Minneapolis, and San Diego, as well as
abroad in Italy, Greece, and Lebanon. Her first
international solo show is slated for October 2021.

10 March 2020
Oil on canvas with gold leaf & Swarovski
crystal rhinestones
96.5 x 72.2 cm

American artist Isabelle McCormick is interested in
what it means to live in today’s world of modern
technology. Through her practice, Isabelle questions
women and their position in the society of beautifying
apps, social media, and reality TV. Are women under
the scrutiny of the male gaze? Or are we living in the
era of the highest freedom of exposure? …… It is all
relative.

Eye Phone XXX, 2020
Oil on canvas with Swarovski crystal
rhinestones
50.8 x 40.6 cm

Jess Burgess
Jess Burgess b.1993 is a British artist currently
based in Norwich. She earned a BA (First) at
Norwich University of the Arts (2017), graduating with
an MA (Distinction) from the same institution a year
later, both in Fine Art.
She has been awarded the young artist award by the
prestigious Lynn Painter Stainer Prize, and exhibited
at the Sir John Hurt Art Prize as well as winning the
first Zealous Stories UK painter prize. This year
Burgess is having her first solo show at Fairhurst
Gallery in Norwich, UK.
As well as her involvement in an extensive selection
of group exhibitions and projects, including an online
exhibition ‘Finding Sanctuary’, ‘Forthcoming: Cley 20
nowhere‘, Momentum, The Holy Arts, London, FULLY
AWAKE’ a multi-exhibition project organised by
‘Teaching Painting’ group, Dyson Gallery, Royal
Collage of Art, London (2018) and ‘Two Lives in
Colou’r, East Gallery, Norwich (2019), Jess Burgess
has also been featured in publications such as
‘Friend of the Artists Volume 11’.

Yoga Mat, 2019
Oil, acrylic on canvas
100 x 100 cm

Jess Burgess, on the other hand, shifts her focus to
contemporary culture. Her collage-like images
scattered on canvas display images of women figures,
their clothes, accessories, and other details. They are
snapshots of our social media-driven society where
beauty culture dominates. Jess balances between
visual stimulation and cultural mediation.

Ottilie, 2019
Oil, acrylic on canvas
100 x 100 cm

Kristy M. Chan
Kristy M Chan is a Hong-Kong born, London-based
painter. She has exhibited in the UK and internationally
across Europe and Asia, including a future solo show
in London with KOVET.ART and at the Monaco Art Fair
2021, represented by the Madrid-based Van Gogh
Gallery. Her works are also represented by the
New-York based gallery, House2Six, and the
Cyprus-based gallery, Visual Space.
She has participated in several residencies in Finland,
the UK and Germany, and soon and Chile, enhancing
her fascination with migration and displacement.
She was invited to interviews by online platforms and
was selected to be in 8 online exhibitions since the
March 2020. Her works are in various private
collections in London, Rome, Germany, Hong Kong
and America.
She received a First-Class Honours Bachelor’s Degree
from the Slade School of Fine Art in 2019, and
Masters in Contemporary Art at the Sotheby’s Institute
of Art, 2020.

Boris Bikes Taking A Leap Over The Gate! 2021
Oil on canvas
105 x 90 cm

Kristy Chan, a London-based artist, was born and
raised in Hong Kong. Her upbringing, changes of
homes and cultures inspired her to create work
reflecting migration and displacement. Kristy's hand
responds differently to different environments,
including weather, culture, or even studio space, thus
always creating a new take. She describes her
abstract hologram-like paintings as ‘stolen realities.

Everyday We Sit Around The Dinning Table Doing (blank), 2021
Oil, gold leaf, gold and silver dust, thread on canvas
180 x 160 cm

ABOUT THE CURATOR
Adele Smejkal is an art entrepreneur, curator, and arts
writer based in London. She spent over three years at
Sotheby’s London while running various curatorial and
writing projects on the side.
In 2019 she co-founded an organization hosting curated
art events. In spring 2020, she became a full-time
entrepreneur and launched her first online gallery &
advisory called Artistellar, representing the best emerging
artists worldwide.
Artistellar curates virtual exhibitions and helps navigate
the art collecting of millennials who are both beginners or
experienced.

ABOUT THE Gallery

In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that
continues to persist in the art world, Four You Gallery
exclusively showcases the work of female artists. Four
You Gallery is a travelling venue-by-appointment that
showcases contemporary art. It offers female artists a
global audience, whilst allowing art enthusiasts to discover thoughtfully curated artworks produced by international talents.
Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in
galleries, as well as the exclusion of women from the
mainstream art market. Four You Gallery intends to
provide a platform for the overlooked; offering a space
that encourages cross-discipline dialogue led solely by
women aiming to inflict change. Dedicated to the artist
and regardless of their nationality, medium, or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and empower.

info@fouryougallery.com
www.fouryougallery.com
fouryougallery

Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or passionate collector – we carefully select artists with distinct and
bold styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting
the spotlight on stimulating women in art.

